
Many small business owners are mistaken that their website’s homepage is a landing page. Myth 

busted: it is not! Your website’s home page is what represents the façade of your business 

headquarters. However, it does not necessarily mean where someone “lands”. 

So, what exactly is a landing page? 

It is a page where a visitor lands on, specifically with a “purpose”. That’s right. Either through an 

ad or from a Facebook post, the visitor harbors an intent to achieve something and the landing 

page is where he settles on. Why? Because it answers to his question at that moment. As is 

guessable, most landing pages ultimately leads your prospect to take a particular action—make 

an order, download an eBook, render contact details for further follow up. 

So, if it was to be put in one word, a landing page is built to convert. Not American dollars to 

British pounds or inches to centimeters. But, visitors to subscribers or customers. In other words, 

any page that converts is a landing page. 

Are landing pages crucial—or not? 

To answer this question, we must answer this question first. Is our liver really essential for our 

body? Or what about the stupid old thyroid gland? You would not question that, right? Because 

they all serve specific purpose for our whole body to function normally.  

Well, the analogy was bad but it serves the point. The landing page serves a special purpose 

unlike other pages—that are meant to educational, entertaining, informal or such. The landing 

page is there to convert those unsuspecting visitors. And that means, all those advertising dollars 

or content marketing efforts pushes toward the money page (or let’s call it the landing page). 

When a person lands on a landing page, he is expected to follow only ONE trail, that is, forward. 

Almost all conversion happens, thanks to the reptilian brain, and the landing page is meant to the 

lazy and automatic reptilian brain like none else. The page is occasionally simple and gradually 

pushes all the right buttons to gently guide the visitor toward the desired outcome. 

What role does a landing page play? 

The last couple of paragraphs makes it pretty clear. The landing page is to convert visitors into 

subscribers or customers. However, there is a much bigger role played by landing pages in 

general. 

Landing pages are gateways to your business website. Whether it is the home page, an opt-in 

page or a sales page, every landing page is a gateway to the main website. Whether it is the back 

door or the front window, it leads the visitor into the house (that is, the website). 

While you are creating a dedicated page for your offers or promotions, a landing page is what 

hosts your content, and provides a test-friendly, measurable and seamless way to lead your 

customers to where they want to be. A landing page is not like a website home page—a central 

hub from where one can explore. 



A landing helps you to understand your customers or subscribers better. The landing page gives 

you a clever, informal way to collect customer information in exchange for “something” they 

want. For example, if you look at most B2B businesses offering free white paper downloads, the 

form would usually contain a lot of form fields more often than not.  

With more customer information in hand, personalization of your messages becomes a whole lot 

effective and easier to deploy, thus resulting in higher conversion rates for every subsequent 

campaign.  

Types of landing pages for a small business 

Frankly, there are a whole gamut of landing page type that you can utilize for your small 

business. But in this article, we would stick with the most common few. 

Long-form: long-form landing pages are what their name suggests. They are built to impart 

education first and call to action second. The most common niches where long-form landing 

pages are common are real estate investments, health education materials, any form of training, 

et cetera. 

Short-form: these are light on copy but heavy on the visual and auditory components. These are 

mainly used in low commitment cases—including free stuff—that are mostly sold based on 

emotion and instinct. 

Squeeze pages: who does not know of these? They are the “bad boys” of the online marketing 

world. Small and succinct, they do only one thing – get an email address, simple as that. For this 

type of page, the content is usually to the minimum possible. 

Splash page: this landing page are minimalistic in form and used mainly a decision-making tool 

for the visitors. Whether it is an announcement, age confirmation or anything else, the visitor has 

got three choices, viz. go to the page they intended on visiting, divert away to the current offer or 

take an exit. 

Lead capture: these landing pages are not much different from the squeeze pages. However, 

lead capture pages are fleshier and ask for a lot of contact information than squeeze pages. In 

essence, a lead capture page exists to ‘capture’ leads and is very upfront about it. 

Post-lead capture: all landing pages don’t capture leads, right? A landing page can also exist as 

a redirect-to page after the lead is captured. Whether it is a Thank You page or a limited period 

offer page, landing page is anything that comes with an ulterior motive. 

Coming soon: before you launch your product or put your full website up and ready, these 

landing pages come in handy. With a hero image, a short blurb on the value proposition and an 

email opt-in form for further news and announcements. Great to create pre-launch hype! 

5 Key Essentials of a Great Landing Page 



Solves problems – always follow the WIIFM rule. Visitors are devoid of time and probably 

suffer from ADHD. Put the value proposition up in front of their eyes. 

Make it beautiful – the website might be super ugly but the landing page needs to be appealing 

to the eyes. Use eye-catchy imagery and alluring copy to stop the visitors right in their tracks. 

Around one idea – the complete landing page needs to be on one single idea. Don’t confuse 

your visitors with too many ideas at once. Every paragraph, every sentence, every word must 

lead toward one goal. 

Always follow up – at the cost of sounding repetitive, a landing page “leads” a customer 

throughout his journey. So, the landing page is not the ultimate goal. The following up process 

takes it forward. 

‘Plus’ bits – these are every bit of information that facilitates your goal. Testimonials, statistical 

data or even inhouse images—all these help in adding credibility to your idea and positively 

influences the conversion rate. 

To conclude, landing pages are not a luxurious item to small businesses. They are essential 

almost in every aspect of a business. 

 


